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On the Average Volume of Subsets in Euclidean d-Space
J. PACH AND N. SAUER
Given any positive numbers /lo. D and a positive integer d, there exists a constant
C= C(1I0. D, d) satisfying the following property: If 'Je is a finite family of connected open
subsets of Ed, the volume II of which is at least 110 ' and the diameter of which is at most D,
then the average volume of those sets which can be obtained by taking the union of some
elements of 'Jeis at least c . /l(U 'Je). We also prove that if 'Jeis a finite system of unit intervals
on a line , then the average size of those sets which can be obtained by taking the union of some
of them is larger than !II(U 'Je), which is best possible.
1. INTRODUCTION
For every family 'le of sets we define 'le* to be the family of all finite unions of
elements of 'le. If 'le* = 'le, then 'le is called union closed. For any finite set S, lSI is the
number of elements in S. In [1] Frankl posed the following problem: Is it true that for
every finite union closed family 'le of finite sets there always exists a vertex x E U 'le
such that I{H E 'le: x E H}I;;. ~ . l'lel? At present very little is known about this
problem. [1] and [3] deal with a related question. In the present note we are going to
consider a geometric version of Frank's question.
Let S be a topological space on which there is a measure Jl such that all open subsets
of S are Jl-measurable. If 'le is a finite family of open subsets of S, then
( 'le) _ l.HEX·Jl(H) ( GYP) = aver( 'le)
aver - 1'le*1 ' a I7L Jl(U'le*)'
So, a('le) is the average of the measures of the sets in 'le* if Jl(U 'le*) = 1. A direct
calculation gives:
If 'le and Cfi are finite families of open subsets of S with (U 'le) n (U Cfi) = 0 , then
a( 'le U Cfi) = a( 'le) . Jl(U 'le) + a( Cfi) • Jl(U Cfi) . (1)
Jl(U 'le) + Jl(U Cfi)
As a consequence of this we obtain that if (U 'le) n (U Cfi) = 0 and a( 'le) ;;. a and
a(Cfi) ~ a, then a( 'le U Cfj) ~ a. Let 00 be an infinite family of open subsets of S. We
define a(00) = inf a( 'le) where the inf is taken over all finite 'le c 00. Let 3' c 'le and 'le
be finite. We shall say U 3' is a transversal of 'le if for all HE sc, H n (U 3')"* 0. Then
we define
. Jl(U 3')
y('le) = nun Jl(U 'le)'
where the min is taken over all U 3' which are transversals of 'le. Accordingly, then,
y(oo) = inf y('le), where the inf is taken over all finite subfamilies 'le of 00. We shall
prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 1. If S is a topological space with measure Jl such that all the open sets of S
are u-measurable and 00 is an infinite family of open connected subsets of S, then
a(00) ;;. ! . y( 00).
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Assume for the moment that this is true. If 00 is the family of open connected subsets
of Ed with measure at least Ilo and diameter at most D, then we can estimate y(oo) and
hence a(00). Let 'Jec 00 be finite, 8Fc 'Je and U 8F is a transversal of 'Je. If
Ft, Pi, ... , Fk is a maximal family of pairwise disjoint elements of 8F, we obtain
k e:Ilo t • Il(U 8F). Now, U'Je can be covered by k balls of diameter 3D. Hence
Il(U 'Je):s;; Ilo t • Il(U 8F) . (3D)d . Wd and Il(U 8F) . (Il(U 'Je)-I ~ u« . (3D)-d . wdt .
But then:
THEOREM 2. If 00 is a family of connected open subsets of Ed of measure at Least Ilo
and diameter at most D, then
(2)
In the case of unit intervals on the line we can establish a stronger result.
THEOREM 3. If 'Je is a finite set the eLements of which are unit intervaLs on the reaL Line
then a( 'Je)> l.
2. ESTIMATING THE VOLUME OF UNION CLOSED FAMILIES IN Ed
THEOREM 1. If S is a topoLogicaL space with measure Il such that aLL the open sets of S
are u-measurable and 00 is an infinite famiLy of open connected subsets of S, then
a(oo)~! . y(oo).
PROOF. Assume that 'JecOO is finite and A E 'Je* . Let 'JeA = {H E 'Je:H n A = 0}.
We write A ~ B if AU (U 'JeA ) = B U (U 'JeB ) . Clearly, ;t. is an equivalence relation on
'Je*. Let 81> 8 2 , ••• , 8 k be the ;t. equivalence classes. Observe that aver(5';) ~ a, for all
i, implies aver('Je*) ~ a. For A E 5'; let E; = AU (U 'JeA ) . Let 13 be such that
a ~ 13 ' Il(E;) for all i. Each E; is a transversal of 'Je and hence Il(E;)~ y(oo)Il(U 'Je) .
Hence, aver('Je*) ~ a ~ 13 . Il(E;) ~ 13 . y(oo) . Il(U 'Je) and then a('Je) ~ 13 . y(f3). Let
us therefore define the following: If F = U 8F is a transversal of 'Je, and 'Je is a finite
subset of 00, let f3(F, 'Je) be the number such that f3(F, 'Je) . Il(F) is equal to the
average measure of all of those sets A E 'Je* for which A U (U 'JeA ) = F. Again, f3( 'Je) is
defined by minimizing f3(F, 'Je) over all transversals F of 'Je, and 13(00) by taking the inf
over all finite 'Jec 00. With this notation we have established
In order to establish Theorem 1 it is now sufficient to prove that
13(00) ~ ~.
Let 'JecOO be finite , 8F c 'Je and assume that U 8F = F is a transversal of 'Je. Let
qj) = {A E 'Je*:AU (U 'JeA ) = F}. qj) is not empty because FE qj); F has finitely many
connected components, say Ft, Pi, .. . , Fk • If A E qj), then A is the union of some of
the F;s. Otherwise, AU (U 'JeA ) would be a partition of F into two open subsets
partitioning one of the connected components. Also, if B is a union of F;s, A c Band
A E qj), then B E qj). We say that qj) is up-directed withill the family of sets which are
unions of F;s. We will prove by induction that the following statement is true for every
positive integer k:
st(k): If FE 00* is decomposed into connected components FI , F2 , • • • , Fk and tllJ *" 0 is
a famiLy of sets each a union of some of the F;s and qj) is up-directed within the
family of sets which are unions of F;s, then aver(qj)) ~ ~ ~ ~=I 1l(F;) = ~1l(F).
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Clearly, if st(k) holds for all k, then f3(9lJ):;:'! follows. Clearly st(l) holds. Let 0)1 be
the family of those elements of 0) which contain fk, and let 0)2 be the family of those
which do not. Let
k-l
N= U F;.
;=1
Observe that both 0)1 and 0)2 restricted to N are up-directed, that 10)11 :;:.10)21 and that
10)1 = 10)11 + 10)21· Hence:
aver(0)) = 10)1- 1 • (L ,u(A) + L ,u(A))
AE~I AE~
= 10)1-1. (L (,u(A) - ,u(Fk )) + 10)11,u(Fk ) + L ,u(A))
AE~I AE~
= l0)r1(10)11· aver(0)1 res.to N) + 10)11,u(Fk ) + 10)21 . aver(0)2 res.to N))
k-l
:;:.10)1-1(!(I0)11 + 10)21)· L ,u(F;) + 10)11· ,u(Fd)
;~1
D
3. ESTIMATING THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF INTERVALS
The aim of this section is to establish Theorem 2. The proof will follow from the
observation that in the case of unit intervals on the line the last estimate in the proof of
Theorem 1 can be improved.
THEOREM 3. If 'le is a finite set the elements of which are unit intervals on the real line
then £1'( 'le) > l.
PROOF. Let 5 be the real line, 9lJ the set of open unit intervals and ,u the length of
intervals. Let 'le be a finite set of unit intervals. Because of (1) we can assume that
U 'le is connected. Assume that F is a transversal of 'le and that Pi, F;, ... , E; written
consecutively in the order of the real line are the connected components of F. Let
0) = {A E 'le*: AU (U 'leA) = F}. Observe now first that if the distance from F; to F;+I is
larger than or equal to 1, then both F; and F;+1 must be subsets of all A E 0). This is so,
because U 'le is connected and hence there are intervals in 'le bridging the gap between
F; and F;+1 and neither F; nor F;+1 overlaps with all of them. So, if not both F; and F;+1
are subsets of A, then 'leA would contain one of those intervals of 'le in between F; and
F;+I. Similarly, observe that for any two consecutive components F;, F;+1 of F and
every A E 0), A contains at least one of F;, F;+1 as a subset. Denote the set of those F;
which have a neighbor of distance larger than or equal to 1 by :£ and the set of all the
other F's by Y. We think of the sequence FI , F;, ... , Fn as being decomposed into
runs (maximal subsequences) of consecutive elements of :£ and runs of elements of Y.
For each run of elements of Y there exists an interval R c U 'le which begins with the
first element of that run and ends with the last element of that run. We denote those
intervals by R1, R2, ... ,RI . Observe that ,u(U 'le) < 3.u(U:£) + 2,u(U Y). The strict
inquality is due to unavoidable overlaps.
Let S; = {E E 'le*; 3A E 0) and such that (A n R; = E)}. We claim that aver(S;) >
l,u(R;) where R; is a run of 5. To prove this claim, let us assume that 51' 52' ... , S; are
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the connected component of F n R, labelled according to their order on the line. We
will prove by induction on k the following statement:
st(k): Let SI, ~, . . . , Sk be n intervals on the real line labelled by their order on the line
such that the distance between any consecutive intervals is less than 1 and each
interval has length at least 1. Furthermore, if R is the smallest interval such that
S, c R for all i and E = {E: E is a union of some of the S;s and E contains at least
one of any two consecutive intervals S, and Si+I}, then aver(E) > 1/l(R).
Clearly, if st(k) holds for all k , then Theorem 3 is true. The statement st(k) is valid for
k = 1 and k = 2. Let E I c E denote the family of those sets which contain Sk and E2 c E
the family of those which do not contain Sk' Observe that IEti ~ IE21, that lEI =
lEd + 1521 and that every set in E2 contains Sk-t. Also, the restriction of 51 to U~':l S,
and the restriction of 52 to U~':/ S, satisfy all the conditions for st(k - 1) and st(k - 2)
respectively. Denote the distance from Sk-I to Sk by x and the distance from Sk- 2 to Sk
by y. Hence, if we let M = (15t1 + 1521) -1 then:
aver 5 = MC~, /leE) + E~2 /l(E»)
=MC~, (/l(E) -/l(Sk» + 1511/l(Sk) + E~2 (/l(E) -/l(Sk-t» + 15 21/l(Sk-I»)
~M(115t1 (/l(R) -/l(Sk) -x) + IEtI/l(Sd + 1 15 21(/l(R)
-/l(Sd -/l(Sk-l) -x - y) + 1521/l(Sk-I»
=! /l(R ) + M( -! IEII/l(Sd - ! IEII x + IEII/l(Sk) - ! IE21/l(Sk)
- 11521/l(Sk-l) -11521 x - ~ 1521y + 1521/l(Sk-I»'
Let us write the last quantity as ~/l(R) + (15 11 + M· X. We establish st(k) if we can
show that X> O. Now:
X = (j 15t1-11521)/l(Sk) + j IE21/l(Sk-l) - 11511 x - ~ IE21- ! 1521 y
> 115t1/l(Sk) + j IE2/l(Sk- l) -11511- 5 15 21~ O.
(The last two steps follow from x < 1, Y < 1 and /l(Sk) ~ 1 and /l(Sk-l) ~ 1).
Now, each element A E ~ contains all of the intervals of :J: and some of the intervals
of Y. Using (1) we obtain that aver(~) > 1/l(U :le). This completes the proof of
Theorem 3. 0
Next we show that the constant 1 cannot be replaced by any smaller number in
Theorem 3.
THEOREM 4. For every E > 0 there exists a finite set :leof unit intervals on the real line
such that £1'( :le) ~G+ E).
PROOF. We may assume that E < 1. For n > 1 an integer let
{[ i r e i'E] }:len = {[O, 1]} U {2 - E, 3 - E} U 1 - -;;- , 2 - -;;- : i En.
The number of elements in :le~ is s = 2 + (2) + 1 + n + n + 1 and the sum of all the
lengths of the elements in :le~ is I ~ 2 + (2)(1 + E) + 2 + n(2 + E) + n(2 + E) + 3 - E<
s(l + E)+ (3 + 2n)(1 + E). Hence,
I (3+2n)(1+E)aver(:len)=-~l+E+ ~1+2E
s s
for sufficiently large n. Then
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o
This construction can be generalized to Ed. Choose a d-dimensional cube C with side
length 3 - E. The family 'Je consists of the 3d - 1 unit cubes just around the perimeter
of C and many unit cubes filling the center. We obtain
1
a-( 'Je) ~ 3d + E
to contrast inequality (2). Also, some restriction on the shape of the subsets of Ed is
necessary. Choose, for 'Je in E 2 , m thin long rectangles and arrange them so that they
form a star; add many squares, just a bit shifted, to the center of this star. By adjusting
the parameters properly, a-( 'Je) can be made smaller than any given E.
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